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LOOKING AHEAD: THE FUTURE OF CHILD WELFARE LAW

Donald N. Duquette*

INTRODUCTION

In March 2007, the University of Michigan Law School sponsored a three-day symposium to mark the Thirtieth Anniversary of the Child Advocacy Law Clinic. This thirtieth anniversary symposium offered reflections on thirty years of child welfare law and contemplated the future of justice for children. Many of this country's leaders in child welfare law participated in the discussion. The organizing questions were: *What should the law and legal institutions governing children's rights and child and family welfare look like in thirty more years? What steps are necessary to achieve those goals?*

When the University of Michigan launched the Child Advocacy Law Clinic in 1976, the first child advocacy clinic in the nation specializing in child abuse and neglect, there were about 340,000 children in foster care.¹ These children stayed in the system too long and lived in far too many different placements. Courts and lawyers played a very limited role in these cases. Parents had no right to counsel, child welfare agencies usually did not have legal representation, and the children themselves were not generally represented. The laws governing children in foster care were rudimentary.

Thirty years later, the system is vastly different. States have developed sophisticated child welfare laws, as well as significant bodies

---

* Clinical Professor of Law and Director, Child Advocacy Law Clinic, University of Michigan Law School.

¹. This is an estimate. There are not hard data on the number of children in foster care in 1976. States were not required to report uniform data to a federal agency and data collection was very poor. Michael Wald estimates the foster care population at "over 300,000." Michael S. Wald, *State Intervention on Behalf of "Neglected" Children: Standards for Removal of Children from Their Homes, Monitoring the Status of Children in Foster Care, and Termination of Parental Rights*, 28 STAN. L. REV. 623, 626 n.4 (1976). ("There are over 300,000 nondelinquent children presently in foster care under state supervision.") In December 1, 1975 hearings before the Subcommittee on Children and Youth, Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare Chairman Walter Mondale, based on Department of Health, Education and Welfare estimates, put the number of children in foster care at roughly 360,000 for 1971. *Foster Care: Problems and Issues: Joint Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Children & Youth and S. Comm. on Select Education, Part 1, 94th Cong. 1 (1975) (statement of Sen. Mondale). In the same of hearing, David Evans, President of the National Foster Parent Association, estimated the foster children at 350,000 or more. Id. at 4 (statement of David Evans, President, National Foster Parent Association).
of appellate law. Courts are now heavily involved in these cases, and lawyers now represent the child, parents, and child welfare agencies. There are as many as 50,000 lawyers involved in child welfare law in the United States, and lawyers can become certified by the National Association of Counsel for Children ("NACC") in an American Bar Association ("ABA") approved specialty of Child Welfare Law.

The status and sophistication of children's law has certainly increased over the last thirty years. But have these changes benefited children? The condition of children in America is not better than it was thirty years ago, and by some measures it is worse. In 2003, there were about 523,000 children in the U.S. foster care system. About 800,000 children experience foster care each and every year. These children continue to stay in the system too long and have too many placements.

This symposium issue of the Michigan Journal of Law Reform includes fifteen articles and essays reflecting on the future of child welfare and child welfare law, addressing the organizing questions of the symposium. What should the law and legal institutions governing children's rights and child and family welfare look like in thirty more years? What steps are necessary to achieve those goals? What needs to be done to improve the way courts respond to cases of alleged child maltreatment? The oral presentations and discussion from the symposium, a full list of which is shown in Table 1, provide additional insight. Audio and


6. An undertaking like this conference requires commitment and leadership from many quarters. I want to express my deep personal thanks to Emily Keller of the University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform ("JLR") and Alicia Lixey, the administrator of the Child Advocacy Law Clinic, for their skillful management of the program. Thanks to 2006 JLR Editor in Chief Kate Zell, for sharing the vision and getting the collaboration with JLR started, and Chad Lindner, the current Editor in Chief, for bringing this symposium issue to completion. Our donor, Lance Johnson, University of Michigan Law School Class of 1965, was an essential partner in bringing this idea to fruition. Finally, whatever success the Child
video recordings of the presentations are currently available on the Journal of Law Reform website and can be accessed at: http://students.law.umich.edu/mjlr/prospectus/calc.html. The articles and the symposium talks alike are thoughtful and provocative from many different perspectives. They come from a U.S. Senator, professors of law and social work, clinical professors, the international community, leaders of the bar, directors of national child law organizations, directors of child law offices, and judges from all levels—trial, appellate, and state supreme courts. All the participants are recognized leaders in the field and all add immeasurably to this exercise of envisioning the future. A list of the symposium participants can be found in Table 2. It is our hope that the symposium presentations and this University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform publication will spark many new ideas and insights, and that the conversations initiated here will help chart our national direction going forward.

Our ambition is to encourage a vision of the child welfare legal system of the future. We should develop a consensus on goals for improving how the justice system functions for children and their families. Unless we develop vision, we will not be able to set targets for improvement or critically evaluate developments or cope with the inevitable surprises sure to be sprung upon us.

At the end of this issue, I share my personal reflections on the future of child welfare law. I hope you find this symposium issue helpful in your work.

---

Advocacy Law Clinic or this Thirtieth Anniversary has realized is a tribute to the deep support of Michigan Law School and our Dean, Evan Caminker.
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Child Welfare and Children's Rights Around the World
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JAAP E. DOEK, Chair, UN Committee on Children; Professor of Law, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam
HOWARD DAVIDSON, Director, ABA Center on Children and the Law, Washington, D.C.

How to Best Protect the Legal Interests of Children?
DAVID CHAMBERS, Professor Emeritus of Law, University of Michigan Law School
SACHA COUPET (CALC 1994), Assistant Professor, Loyola Civitas ChildLaw Program
DAVID HERRING (CALC 1984), Professor of Law, University of Pittsburgh School of Law
MARTY GUGGENHEIM, Professor of Clinical Law, New York University School of Law

What Role Should Impact Litigation Play in Achieving Justice for Children?
DAVID CHAMBERS, Professor Emeritus of Law, University of Michigan Law School
The Future of Child Welfare Law

SUELLYN SCARNECCHIA, Dean and Professor of Law, New Mexico School of Law

MARcia ROBINSON LOWry, Executive Director, Children’s Rights Inc., New York, NY

Justice Bobbe Bridge, Washington State Supreme Court

Frank Vandervort, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law, Child Advocacy Law Clinic, University of Michigan Law School

The Role of Interdisciplinary Education in Child Advocacy

Frank Vandervort, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law, Child Advocacy Law Clinic, University of Michigan Law School

Paul Holland, Director of Clinical Programs, Seattle University School of Law

Scott Hollander (CALC 1988), Executive Director, KidsVoice, Pittsburgh, PA

Kathleen C. Faller, Professor, University of Michigan School of Social Work

The Child Welfare Courts of the Future

Chris Wu (CALC 1982), California Administrative Office of the Courts; Board Chair, NACC

Hon. Maurice Portley (CALC 1978), Arizona Court of Appeals

Hon. Richard Fitzgerald, retired Jefferson Family Court Chief Judge, Kentucky

Hon. Eugene A. Moore, Oakland County Probate Court

Justice Bobbe Bridge, Washington State Supreme Court

The Practice of Child Welfare Law in 2036

Donna Furth, Attorney at Law, San Francisco, CA

Marvin Ventrell, President and CEO, NACC

Judith Sandalow, Executive Director, Children’s Law Center, Washington, D.C.

James Marsh (CALC 1988), Marsh, Menken & Weingarden, PLLC, White Plains, NY
Challenges for the Future of Legal Advocacy for Children and Families

MELISSA BREGER (CALC 1994), Clinical Professor of Law, Director, Family Violence Litigation, Albany Law School

HOWARD DAVIDSON, Director, ABA Center on Children and the Law, Washington, D.C.

MARTY GUGGENHEIM, Professor of Clinical Law, New York University School of Law

VIVEK SANKARAN (CALC 2002), Clinical Assistant Professor of Law, Child Advocacy Law Clinic, University of Michigan Law School
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